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ABSTRACT
Evidence is presented that strong systematic errors in the earthward coordinates of selenodetic points are introduced at

all stages of selenodetic triangulation, that is, in the fundamental point determination from heliomcter measures, in the deter
minations of the secondary points, and in the tertiary or photographic triangulations.

In contrast, the best photographic triangulations show virtually no evidence of system in the coordinates parallel to the
plane of the limb.

graph, Franz (1899) in the period 1890-1894 made
a series of heliometer measures at Konigsberg con
necting eight more points to Mosting A. The correct
reductions of these measures give the coordinate
steps in the selenodetic coordinate system from
Mosting A to these secondary points.

All existing selenodetic coordinates still depend
on a position for Mosting A determined from one or
another of the heliometer series, and on the Konigs
berg secondary measures. Whereas several heli
ometer series are available for the fundamental posi
tion, the secondary work of Franz was never
repeated, except that Hayn (1904) determined four
other secondary positions from micrometric meas
ures at Leipzig. For various reasons these have not
been much used as controls for the photographic
triangulations.

2. The Fundamental Point
The various heliometer series lead to positions

for Mosting A that agree quite well in longitude and
latitude, but not quite so consistently in its distance
from the so-called center of figure. Variations in this
position, in so far as it relates to selenodetic triangu
lation, are merely equivalent to changes in origin of
the coordinates, and are therefore not particularly
important. It is merely necessary to ensure that the
fundamental and secondary positions are consistent
with each other. Thus for the purposes of selenodetic
triangulation, any one of the determined positions of
Mosting A can be used, but the secondary positions
must be consistent with it.

1. Introduction

Several three-dimensional surveys of well-definedpoints on the lunar surface have been made on
the basis of measures on photographs. Here we shall
be concerned principally with the Breslau triangula
tion based on measures by Franz (1901) and reduced
by Schrutka-Rechtenstamm (1958), the AMS tri
angulation (Breece, Hardy, and Marchant 1964),
and the ACIC triangulation (Meyer and Ruffin
1965).

All such triangulations depend on a knowledge
of the moon's constants of rotation and on a limited
number of basic selenodetic positions. The former
are used to compute the orientation of the moon at
the instant of exposure; the latter are required to
connect the arbitrary coordinate system of the mea
sures to the projections of the lunar axes in the plane
of the image.

The evolution of the subject and the technical
limitations of the last century imposed a hierarchy
of basic points. The heliometer method, devised by
Bessel for the determination of the constants of rota
tion, involves determining the selenodetic coordi
nates of one selected point. This point is connected
to a point of the bright limb, in distance and direc
tion, in each heliometer observation. Bessel selected
the crater Mosting A for the fundamental point, and
it has retained this role ever since in selenodetic
work.

Since a single point is insufficient to control
either the orientation or the scale of a lunar photo-
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